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inTrODucTiOn
CT imaging is an imaging modality that combines multiple 
X-ray projections taken from different angles to produce 
detailed 3D images of biological tissues. However, the process 
of acquiring images of patients using metallic hardware during 
CT scanning can result in severe artifacts that can obscure 
anatomic structures near the metal, and prevent the detection 
of features of interest such as pathologic lesions. Metallic arti-
facts are generated by photon starvation due to full absorp-
tion of the photon energy, which causes zero-transmission 
projections, or beam hardening caused by the absorption of 
low energy photon.1 Metal artifacts decreased the lesion iden-
tification for radiation diagnosis, and decreased target delin-
eation and dose calculation accuracy for radiotherapy.2,3

Recently, new advanced metal artefact reduction tech-
niques using single-energy and dual-energy methods have 
been introduced, and these techniques show promise in 
further reducing artifacts and improving the detection 
of pathologic lesions. Various metal artefact reduction 
(MAR) algorithms have been used in previous studies.4,5 
Iterative MAR algorithms are mainly based on statistical 
models of image noise to improve image quality on each 
iteration of single-energy CT image reconstruction.6 The 
Toshiba Aquilion ONE single-energy CT scanner (Toshiba 
Corporation Medical Systems, Tokyo, Japan) uses a MAR 
algorithm called single-energy metal artefact reduction 
(SEMAR). SEMAR uses a modified sinogram inpainting 
technique to reduce metal artefact. This technique removes 
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Objective: The aim of the current study is to evaluate the 
effectiveness of reduction metal artifacts using kV-CT 
image with the single-energy based metal artefact 
reduction (SEMAR) technique by single-energy recon-
struction, monochromatic CT and rED reconstructed by 
dual-energy reconstruction.
Methods: Seven different metal materials (brass, 
aluminum, copper, stainless, steel, lead and titanium) 
were placed inside the water-based PMMA phantom. 
After DECT-based scan, the artefact index (AI) were eval-
uated with the kV-CT images with and without SEMAR 
by single-energy reconstruction, and raw-data based 
electron density (rED), monochromatic CT images by 
dual-energy reconstruction. Moreover, the AI with eval-
uated with rED and the converted ED images from the 
kV-CT and monochromatic CT images.
results: The minimum average value of the AI with 
all-metal inserts was approximately 80 keV. The AI 

without SEMAR was larger than that with SEMAR for the 
80 kV and 135 kV CT images. In the comparison of the 
AI for the rED and ED images that were converted from 
80 kV and 135 kV CT images with and without SEMAR, 
the monochromatic CT images of the PMMA phantom 
with inserted metal materials at 80 keV revealed that 
the kV-CT with SEMAR reduced the metal artefact 
substantially.
conclusion: The converted ED from the kV-CT and 
monochromatic CT images could be useful for a compar-
ison of the AI using the same contrast scale. The kV-CT 
image with SEMAR by single-energy reconstruction was 
found to substantially reduce metal artefact.
advances in knowledge: The effectiveness of reduction 
of metal artifacts using single-energy based metal arte-
fact reduction (SEMAR) technique and dual-energy CT 
(DECT) was evaluated the electron density conversion 
techniques.
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corrupt X-ray projections that traversed the metal and replace 
them with data from adjacent projections that did not traverse 
the metal.7 Moreover, the dual-energy CT (DECT) technique has 
been reported to effectively reduce metal artifacts.5 DECT can 
be used to obtain useful information such as the effective atomic 
number, electron density, and monochromatic CT numbers.8 A 
monochromatic CT image can be reconstructed from a pair of 
material density images and the corresponding mass attenuation 
coefficients.9 By eliminating the lower energy quanta, which is 
seen in the polychromatic spectrum of conventional CT scans, 
virtual monochromatic spectral imaging can reduce beam-hard-
ening artifacts and metal artifacts.10 Furthermore, the Aqui-
lion ONE is able to create a monochromatic CT image and the 
raw-data based electron density (rED) image.11 One advantage of 
this approach is the perfect alignment of the subsequent images, 
allowing material decomposition to be performed in the raw 
data that was sinogram based reconstructed. The metal artefact 
in these images was reduced using beam hardening correction 
on sinogram.12 The ED data has been used in treatment planning 
in radiation therapy. In general, the CT number in the scanned 
CT image is converted to electron density data using the CT-ED 
table created by the CT-ED phantom materials of well-known 
electron densities. The accuracy of the ED is a key component for 
dose calculations around the metal materials. Thus, the compar-
ison based on the ED that is the same contrast scale between 
tissues is needed.

The aim of the current study is to evaluate the effectiveness of 
reduction metal artifacts using kV-CT image with the SEMAR 
technique by single-energy reconstruction, monochromatic CT 
and rED reconstructed by dual-energy reconstruction.

MeThODs anD MaTerials
Phantom and image acquition
A water-based abdomen phantom was fabricated using poly-
methyl methacrylate (PMMA). Seven different metal materials 

(brass, aluminum, copper, stainless, steel, lead and titanium) 
were inserted in a syringe, and the gap between outer of the metal 
material and inner of the syringe was filled with the water. Then, it 
placed inside a water-based PMMA phantom that the diameter is 
32 cm, as shown in Figure 1. DECT scans were performed at tube 
voltages of 80 and 135 kV. Exposures of 800 and 140 mA were 
used to minimize noise. The other scanning parameters were a 
rotation time of 1.0 s, slice thickness of 0.5 mm, and field of view 
of 400 mm. The middle of the acquired slices was analyzed in all 
cases. With the dual-energy reconstruction, rED and monochro-
matic CT images were reconstructed. Here, the monochromatic 
CT was reconstructed at energy of 40–130 keV. Moreover, the 
kV-CT images with and without SEMAR were reconstructed by 
single-energy reconstruction.

Converted ED from kV-CT and monochromatic CT 
numbers with DECT
A kV-CT to ED and monochromatic CT to ED calibration tables 
were created to convert the CT number to ED and the mono-
chromatic CT number to ED. It was created based on an Electron 
Density Phantom Model 062M (Computerized Imaging Refer-
ence Systems: CIRS, Inc., Norfolk, VA), as shown in Figure  2. 
The phantom contained several tissue-equivalent inserts: lung 
(inhale), lung (exhale), adipose, breast, water, muscle, liver, 
trabecular bone (200 mg/cc hydroxyapatite), dense bone (800 
mg/cc hydroxyapatite), and dense bone (1250 mg/cc hydroxy-
apatite), whose atomic compositions and densities are well-
known and provided by the manufacturer. The kV-CT numbers 
and monochromatic CT numbers were converted to ED in the 
PMMA phantom inserted metal materials.

Artifact propagation around the metal materials
Two assessments were conducted to evaluate the metal artifacts. 
One is to evaluate the AI for the kV-CT images with and without 
SEMAR, monochromatic CT images and rED images. The other 

Figure 1. PMMA phantom that inserted metal materials in a syringe, which filled the water.
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to evaluate the ED-based AI for the rED image and the converted 
ED images from the kV-CT and monochromatic CT images. The 
images were analyzed with the software package ImageJ. The SD 
of the kV-CT numbers, monochromatic CT numbers and rED 
values were measured within a manually drawn region of interest 
(ROI) using ImageJ Circular ROIs which covered the maximum 
area within each of the materials. As shown in Figure  3, four 
ROIs for each image were drawn within 1 a cm area around the 
metal inserts. The artefact index (AI) was calculated using the 
measured SDs as follows13.

 AI =
√(

SDn
)2 − (

SDBG
)2

  (5)

where  SDn  and  SDBG  represent the SD values surrounding the 
metal inserts and background (BG) values, respectively. The n 
represents the region of the measurement (②-④). The  SDn  value 
was the average of the SD of ② to ④,  SDBG  value was the average 
of the SD of ①.

resulTs
AI with monochromatic images at 40–130 keV
Figure 4 shows the AI with monochromatic CT images of PMMA 
phantom that inserted metal materials (brass, aluminum, copper, 
stainless, steel, lead and titanium) in a syringe that filled the water 
from 40 to 130 keV. The AI was highest at low-energy (40 keV) 
for all metal materials. At an energy of 70–90 keV, the artifacts 
around the inserted metal were reduced.

Metal artefact for single-energy and dual-energy 
reconstruction
Figure  5 shows the rED, monochromatic CT at 80 keV and 
kV-CT images with and without SEMAR using brass in the 
syringe. Beam hardening artefact in the kV-CT images with 
SEMAR were less than without SEMAR. Although the rED 
inside the materials was affected from strength beam hardening 
effects, the metal artefact was caused around the metal insert. 
The metal artefact in monochromatic CT at 80 keV was less than 

Figure 2. Electron Density Phantom that contained several tissue-equivalent inserts: lung (inhale), lung (exhale), adipose, breast, 
water, muscle, liver, trabecular bone (200 mg/cc hydroxyapatite), dense bone (800 mg/cc hydroxyapatite), and dense bone (1250 
mg/cc hydroxyapatite).

Figure 3. Method of measurement in the evaluation of the AI with the PMMA phantom that inserted metal materials that the 
diameter is 1 cm in a syringe that the diameter was 1.5 cm, which filled the water. The shape of the phantom and metal inserts were 
cylindrical column. The SDs were measured by creating a circular ROI with 1 cm diameter. The minimum distance of the center of 
ROI and the metal inserts was 1 cm.
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kV-CT images without SEMAR. Figure 6 shows the AI of the 80 
kV and 135 kV CT images with and without SEMAR, the mono-
chromatic CT image at 80 keV, and rED image in the PMMA 
phantom that inserted metal materials. The AI was smallest for 
the 80 kV-CT image with SEMAR in steel and the rED image for 
the other materials. The AI of the kV-CT image with SEMAR 
was smaller than without SEMAR in all metal materials. From 
the comparison of 80 kV and 135 kV-CT images with SEMAR, 
the AI of the 80 kV-CT with SEMAR was smaller than that of the 
135 kV-CT image in copper, steel and lead.

ED-based evaluation for the AI for rED and 
converted ED images
Figure 7 shows the CT-ED calibration table for 80 kV and 135 
kV-CT images and the monochromatic CT image at 80 keV 
and rED image of the CIRS 062M phantom. Using these cali-
bration tables, the kV-CT and monochromatic CT images were 
converted to ED images for the PMMA phantom with inserted 

metal materials. Figure  8 shows the AI for the rED and ED 
images that were converted from 80 kV and 135 kV-CT images 
with and without SEMAR and the monochromatic CT image 
at 80 keV of the PMMA phantom with inserted metal mate-
rials. The AI was smallest for the ED converted from the 80 
kV-CT image without SEMAR in brass, copper, stainless, steel 
and lead, and the ED converted from the 135 kV-CT image 
without SEMAR in aluminum and titanium. In contrast, the 
AI was largest for the ED converted from 80 kV-CT images 
without SEMAR in the titanium, and the rED image for the 
other materials.

DiscussiOn
The current study showed artefact reduction around various 
metals in kV-CT images with and without SEMAR by single 
energy reconstruction, monochromatic CT images and rED 
images obtained by DECT.

Figure 4. AI with monochromatic CTimages of the PMMA phantom that insertedmetal materials (brass, lead, steel, stainless, 
copper, aluminum and titanium)in the syringe, which filled the water, from 40 to 130 keV.

Figure 5. The rED, monochromatic energy CT at 80 keV and single energy CT with and without SEMAR at 80 kV and 135 kV using 
brass in the syringe, which filled the water.
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Previous studies have highlighted metal artifacts in patients with 
hip arthroplasties.14–17 These studies have shown a reduction 
of metal artifacts and an improvement in image quality of soft-
tissue structures using SEMAR from Toshiba, compared with 
FBP. In the single energy reconstruction images, it was revealed 
that the metal artefact was reduced in all metal materials at both 
80 kV and 135 kV using SEMAR. Moreover, the reduction of 
the AI in the 80 kV-CT image was larger than that for the 135 
kV-CT image in all metal materials. Although the metal artefact 
was reduced for high-energy kV-CT images, the metal artefact 

was significantly improved with SEMAR for low-energy kV-CT. 
Especially, the AI of the 80 kV-CT image with SEMAR was 
smaller than that for the 135 kV-CT image for steel, stainless and 
lead. Yi, et al evaluated O-MAR in CT orthopedic metal arte-
fact reduction at different tube voltages. An optimal tube voltage 
was identified for clinical practice and its clinical application 
was investigated. The AI tended to decrease with an elevated 
tube voltage at constant mA for both O-MAR and non-O-MAR 
images.17 In the current study, we used the kV-CT images that 
were scanned based on the DECT scan parameter. The scanned 
exposures at 80 kV-CT were four times larger than at 135 kV-CT 
using the DECT protocol. Thus, the metal artefact reduction 
could depend on the DECT protocol, energy and the scanned 
materials.

Montner et al found that the errors in the measured CT numbers 
depended on both the material being imaged and the monochro-
matic image obtained by DECT.18 They reported that the inaccu-
racy of the measured monochromatic CT numbers was lower at 
80–100 keV. Our past study reported that the optimum energy 
for monochromatic CT for human tissue and iodinated contrast 
medium is 70–90 keV.19 In the current study, the minimum AI 
value with all metal materials was 80 keV. The results indicated 
that the monochromatic CT at approximately 70–90 keV could 
reduce artifacts. Based on this finding, the beam hardening arte-
fact correction could be accurately obtained at 80 keV with the 
Toshiba DECT. However, a monochromatic CT image that was 
extrapolated from fast-kilovoltage-switching DECT from GE 
Healthcare generated at 105 keV, showed superior reduction 
of metallic artifacts.20 The reconstruction technique, effective 

Figure 6. AI of 80 kV and 135 kV CT images with and without SEMAR, mono-energy CT image at 80 keV and rED image in PMMA 
phantom that inserted metal materials (brass, lead, steel, stainless, copper, aluminum and titanium).

Figure 7. CT-ED calibration table of the 80 kV and 135 kV CT 
images, and the mono-energy CT image at 80 keV and the 
rED image for the CIRS 062M phantom.
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energy, energy pairs for the DECT scan, and the scan method 
were different for the different vendors.

From the comparison of the rED image, the kV-CT images 
with and without SEMAR, and monochromatic CT images at 
80 keV, the AI of the rED image was smaller compared with 
the other images. DECT imaging enables image reconstruc-
tion from two different energy pairs and it is possible to create 
monochromatic CT images. However, the contrast scales in 
the kV-CT image, monochromatic CT, and rED were different 
and it should therefore be evaluated using the same table. The 
current study compared the AI of these different contrast scale 
images by the measured and converted ED images. From the 
result of the comparison with the rED image and the converted 
ED image from the kV-CT images with and without SEMAR, 
and the monochromatic CT images at 80 keV, the AI of the rED 
was determined to be larger compared with the other images. In 
contrast, the AI at 80 kV or 135 kV-CT image with SEMAR was 
the smallest. The metal artefact reduction methods are different 
for single energy CT with SEMAR and DECT. The SEMAR tech-
nique used in the single-energy CT was applied to raw projection 
data, such as modified iterative reconstruction (IR) methods and 
projection interpolation algorithms. The techniques have been 
shown to be more general and effective for reducing artifacts. 
The SEMAR algorithm reconstructs and automatically identifies 
metal traces in sinogram images by applying a HU threshold. The 
identification of metal segment is performed in the original sino-
gram through forward projection and removed by neighboring 
non-metal measurements. The current study compared the 
ED values converted from the kV-CT and monochromatic CT 
numbers. Compared to the metal artefact reduction techniques 

of single energy CT with SEMAR and DECT, the single energy 
CT with SEMAR could reduce the metal artefact for various 
metal materials. The metal artifacts that are caused by beam hard-
ening could be reduced by using a monochromatic CT image at 
high energy. Although the rED was created using the sinograms 
of the high-kV CT and low-kV CT images, the sinogram based 
beam hardening correction was not be performed. Thus, the AI 
in the rED image was larger than that of monochromatic CT at 
high energy CT and kV-CT with MAR techniques. Niehues, et al 
also compared the SEMAR and Adaptive Iterative Dose Reduc-
tion (AIDR) techniques for the metal artefact reduction21. They 
showed that the SEMAR could contribute to reduce the metal 
artefact significantly. From above, the SEMAR by single-energy 
reconstruction would improve the metal artefact and reduce the 
dose calculation error on radiation treatment planning.

The current study did not evaluate clinical images. A future 
study should be performed to evaluate image quality due to the 
metal artefact by hip replacements and sternal fixation in clinical 
images and the effect of dose distribution in radiation treatment 
planning.

cOnclusiOn
The AI was evaluated on the same contrast scale by using the rED 
and the converted ED from the kV-CT images and the mono-
chromatic CT images. In the comparison of the single energy CT 
and the DECT techniques, the single energy CT with SEMAR 
was observed to substantially reduce metal artifacts.

DisclOsure Of cOnflicTs Of inTeresT
The authors have no relevant conflicts of interest to disclose.

Figure 8. AI of rED and ED images that were converted from 80 kV and 135 kV CT images with and without SEMAR, monochro-
matic CT image at 80 keV in PMMA phantom that inserted metal materials (brass, lead, steel, stainless, copper, aluminum and 
titanium).
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